


















Match Found

We have successfully imported the data from OSHA’s ITA, 
including case details. Please review the imported information and 
enter any missing information.

Continue

Message displayed after user successfully imports case data from OSHA’s ITA.



Technical Difficulty

We are experiencing technical difficulties when trying to retrieve 
your OSHA ITA information. Please try again later or manually 
input your data.

Try Again

Message displayed if communication fails with OSHA’s ITA API.

Proceed without Importing



Technical Difficulty

We are experiencing technical difficulties when trying to retrieve 
your OSHA ITA information. Please try again later or manually 
input your data.

Try Again

Message displayed if no matching ID is found in OSHA’s API database

Proceed without Importing



Updated tooltip for finding OSHA ITA number 



Section 1 instructions displayed if user does  import data from OSHA’s ITA.



Section 1 instructions displayed if user does  import not data from OSHA’s ITA.





Make sure that you have excluded Other recordable cases (Column J) and nonrecordable cases.

Instructions displayed after user successfully imports case data from OSHA’s ITA and has 8 or less cases that resulted 
in days away from work, job transfer, or restriction.



Make sure that you have excluded Other recordable cases (Column J) and nonrecordable cases.

Instructions displayed after user successfully imports case data from OSHA’s ITA and has 9 or more cases that 
resulted in days away from work, job transfer, or restriction.



Make sure that you have excluded Other recordable cases (Column J) and nonrecordable cases.

Instructions displayed if user does not import case data from OSHA’s ITA and has 9 or more cases that resulted in 
days away from work, job transfer, or restriction.



Make sure that you have excluded Other recordable cases (Column J) and nonrecordable cases.

Instructions displayed if user does not import case data from OSHA’s ITA and has 8 or LESS cases that resulted in 
days away from work, job transfer, or restriction.
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